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REVIEW OF 2014
 2014 brought great changes to the world
of health benefits.
 The kinds of coverage available and the
requirements and options have changed
for individuals, employers and
employees.
 Policy changes of this magnitude are
very difficult to undo.
 The need for an educated insurance
broker to guide consumers and help
them make strategic plan decisions is
greater than ever.

WELCOME TO WASHINGTON!
114TH CONGRESS

POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

Washington’s political dynamic is
fractured.
GOP is struggling with health reform
strategy as is the Democratic
leadership.
The good news is that there have been
small signs of bipartisan cooperation
lately.

BY THE NUMBERS
Senate:
2012: 53 Democrats, 45 Republicans , and 2 Independents
2014: 44 Democrats , 54 Republicans, and 2 Independents
House:
2012: 201 Democrats, 234 Republicans
2014: 188 Democrats, 246 Republicans, and 1 Vacant

IS CONGRESS MOVING TOWARDS GREATER BIPARTISAN
COLLABORATION ON HEALTHCARE-RELATED TOPICS?

Maybe: But don’t expect any significant action
until later in 2015!
There may be a “sweet spot” for smaller health reform changes in 2015 before the
2016 presidential race truly heats up.
Still need 60 votes to pass legislation in Senate and 67 to override a veto;
Republicans only have 54 seats
Obama Administration has not changed; only the circumstances within which they’re
operating (aka: don’t expect a full ACA repeal)
New Senate Leadership = No More “Pocket Vetoes”
 The former Senate Majority Leader (Senator Harry Reid D-NV) would not bring up
healthcare related legislation .With new leadership, votes on healthcare and taxes
are more likely

POTENTIAL TOPICS OF 2015 ACTION
Targeted PPACA repeal and change measures that
focus particularly on aspects of the law that
impact jobs and employers
 40 Hour Bill
 Employer Reporting
 Scope of Employer Mandate (50-99)
Exchange Improvements
 Subsidies
 Functionality for Agents and Others
 SEP Changes
Market Reforms
 Age Band Relief
 Composite Rating
 Copper Plan/Out of Pocket Changes
 MLR changes
Small Business Tax Credit Changes
HIT Tax Delay

FORTY HOURS IS FULL-TIME
 Introduced on January 6, and passed the House
 Sens. Susan Collins (R-ME) and Joe Donnelly (D-IN)
sponsored S. 30: Forty Hours is Full Time Act
 Reps. Todd Young (R-IN) and Dan Lipinski (D-IL) sponsored
H.R. 30: Save American Workers Act, respectively.
 In the Senate, discussions have centered around potentially
reducing the number to 35 hours or another compromise
figure.

BROKER BILL/MLR BILL
House
 Rep. Billy Long (R-MO) and Rep. Kurt Schrader (D-OR) have sponsored
H.R. 815
 So far it has 20 bipartisan cosponsors
Senate
 Last Session: Access to Independent Health Insurance Advisors Act of
2013 (MLR bill) introduced in March by Senator Mary Landrieu (D-LA).
 Sen. Landrieu was not re-elected to the 114th Congress
 Other original cosponsors: Senators Johnny Isakson (R-GA), Mark
Begich (D-AK) and Lisa Murkowski (R-AK).
 Sen. Begich was not re-elected to the 114th Congress
 Working on Senate Democrat champion

IS IT STILL POSSIBLE THAT THE JUDICIARY BRANCH
COULD UNRAVEL HEALTH REFORM?
The Supreme Court heard oral arguments on
March 4 in the King v. Burwell case, which
challenges the ability of the federal
government to issue health insurance
premium tax credits and enforce the
employer mandate via federally facilitated
and partnership exchanges.
Decision likely at the end of June 2015.
If premium subsidies in federal exchange states
are struck down, that doesn’t mean that the
insurance policies subsidy recipients are
enrolled in are struck down too, just the
means 82% of exchange consumers are
using to pay for those subsidies.
Since this is a matter of statutory authority, not
constitutional authority, the whole law is very
unlikely to be struck.

HOW WILL CONGRESS RESPOND?
“What the King case does is gives us an opportunity and a reason to come
to a consensus sooner so, when we get the ruling of the Supreme Court
in June, we are then prepared to say, ‘Here is what is better for the
American people in terms of affordability, quality and choice,’” said Sen.
John Barrasso (R-WY, Chairman of the Senate Republican Policy
Committee.
“If [the justices] do what I think they should do — if they really read the law
and act according to the way the law is written — then we’re going to
have a real problem in America,” said Sen. Ron Johnson (R-WI), who is
up for reelection in 2016 in a state that Obama carried twice. “The
American public’s going to be asking us to act at that point in time. So
we’ve got to figure that out.”
“The onus is on us to present a logical solution prior to that case ever being
heard. “Maybe the court will feel more confident making a decision if in
fact there is a legislation solution [to the subsidy problem] that is
realistic.” - Senator Richard Burr (R-NC)

What’s Coming From the Administration?

NEW AND PROPOSED REGULATORY
GUIDANCE
• New SEP Periods for Tax Time
• Final Payment Parameters Rule and Issuer Letter for 2016
• HHS/Treasury/DOL have proposed a new pilot procedure
for a wraparound limited benefit coverage with employer
plans for employees not covered by the mandate under
select circumstances.
• HHS has proposed change to SBC rule to comply with
guidance issued since the rule was finalized in 2012.
• Employer Reporting Forms Have Been Finalized
• Preliminary Guidance Was Issued on Cadillac tax
• No immediate action expected on non-discrimination rules.

RECENT ACTIONS TO ADDRESS
AGENT EXCHANGE ISSUES
 Letter to President by Senator Shaheen
 NAHU Letter to President Obama
 Bipartisan House Letter 2014 and 2015
 Multiple opportunities to Provide Testimony Before the NAIC
 Senate Legislation on Broker Issues
 Senate Letter to HHS
 SEP Letter from NAHU
 Routine Meetings with HHS/White House
 Chapter Information on Healthcare.Gov
 Improvements to Direct Enrollment/Web Broker Access
 Authorization field expansion resolution
 Meetings with new leadership at HHS and White House

What are employers talking about?

EMPLOYER LIMITATIONS ON PAYING INDIVIDUAL
PREMIUMS
•

The Obama Administration continues to clarify their position that if an employer creates some type
of premium reimbursement arrangement to pay for health coverage, then such arrangements are
subject to all federal health law market reform requirements, even if the reimbursement is for
individual insurance coverage premiums.

•

The Departments’ prior guidance explains that employer health care arrangements, such as HRAs
and employer payment plans, are group health plans.

•

That means such arrangements are subject to the group market reform provisions of the
Affordable Care Act, including the prohibition on annual limits under Public Health Service Act (PHS
Act) section 2711 and the requirement to provide certain preventive services without cost sharing
under PHS Act section 2713.

•

Such employer health care arrangements will not violate these market reform provisions when
integrated with a group health plan that complies with such provisions. However, an employer
health care arrangement cannot be integrated with individual market policies to satisfy the market
reforms.

•

Consequently, such an arrangement may be subject to penalties, including excise taxes under
section 4980D of the Internal Revenue Code.

•

Administration just give non-compliant small group plans until June 30, 2015 to become compliant
and will not impose penalties until then.
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EMPLOYERS WILL ALSO HAVE TO HELP
THE EXCHANGES VERIFY COVERAGE
HHS will use data from insurance exchange markets to determine whether people have coverage
when the individual mandate takes effect in 2014
Determining whether an individual has coverage for individual mandate enforcement will involve
getting information from both employees and employers
These procedures are separate from the IRS procedures for determining employer penalties under
the employer play-or-pay mandate
Mandatory employer reporting for both the individual and employer mandates will not begin until
2015
In 2014, employees will be able to present a voluntary reporting form to employers to assist with
verification
Voluntary reporting will help preserve the stability of employer groups and help prevent
employees from being awarded subsidies inappropriately that will eventually have to be paid back

EMPLOYER COMMUNICATIONS WITH
EMPLOYEES, EXCHANGES AND THE IRS
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

► Employer

► Employee

► Exchange

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

► Exchange

► Employer

► Assessment

provides
employees with information
about coverage and
availability of Exchanges

notifies
employer that employee
may receive a premium tax
credit

► Employer

has right to
appeal Exchange’s
determination of
employee’s eligibility within
90 days

Source: Ernst and Young Washington Council

provides
Exchange with information
to determine eligibility for
the premium tax credit

files information
with IRS and employee –
► § 6056 requirements
► Employee files personal
return

verifies
information and makes
preliminary eligibility
determination regarding
the premium tax credit

of employer
tax penalties
► Employer has right to
appeal tax liability to IRS

EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS MEAN OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BROKERS
•

Mandate applicability and compliance

•

Plan structure and options

•

Employee counting, tracking, and reporting
• Groups of 50-99 still need to report detailed counts—only penalties delayed!

•

Notices, fees and filings

•

Maintaining a compliant plan beyond the mandate

•

Reaching out to clients to provide information and show influence

•

Client recruitment tool

EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER PPACA
IT’S NOT JUST THE MANDATE
 Employers are also responsible for maintaining a PPACA-compliant plan,
which includes adherence to market reform requirements, notice
requirements, etc.
 While health insurance carriers assume some responsibility for fully
insured plans, there are compliance burdens for all size employers too
 The DOL has the primary responsibility for enforcing ACA plan compliance
via audits and other means
 Audit triggers - employee complaints, DOL’s referrals, and plan’s relationships
with third-parties including agents.

 There can be significant penalties for noncompliance, with fines of
up to $100 per day per violation. Educating and assisting employers
with their compliance responsibilities can be a significant
opportunity for a producer

BROKERS THE BEST SOURCE OF EXCHANGE HELP
•

Agents and brokers got top marks in a new survey by the pro-ACA think tank, the
Urban Institute on sources of information about exchange plans, with 84 percent
of people saying they were helpful.

•

Call centers turned in the worst performance, helping just 58 percent.

•

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funded the research to help inform future
enrollment efforts which can be accessed here: http://urbn.is/SsDqA0

•

New data from the Kaiser Family Foundation has affirmed the role of brokers in
four of the most successful state-based exchanges.

•

“A large number of brokers in the four study states were certified and often
worked collaboratively with assisters to enroll uninsured people,” the Kaiser
report said

BOTTOM LINE

RECENT NAHU ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 Lobbied for and were successful in getting the 40 hour bill passed by the House
 Lobbied for and got OE dates for 2016 to extend into the coverage year and not
completely line up with the Medicare AEP
 Payment parameters regulation included numerous NAHU-suggested SEP changes
 2015 federal exchange includes find an agent feature and SHOP exchange includes
all NAHU requested broker features. Different broker climate with CMS.
 Lobbied for repeal of the free choice voucher and were successful
 Lobbied and were successful in getting the small employer deductible cap repealed
 Had legislation introduced to improve the Small Business Tax Credit, Broker
Exchange Issues, Web-Broker Issues, Employer Reporting Requirements, More Plan
Options for CDHC consumers, Medicare OEP Issue
 Regulatory lobbying and comments have resulted in dozens of small changes that
have made implementation improvements for employers and individuals and the
law less onerous for brokers

RECENT NAHU ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 Voiced strong objections to recent Medicare Part D rule that
included compensation and other limitations on the role of brokers
– resulted in both Senate Finance Committee chairs of both
parties requesting that the provisions be revoked. In scaled back
final rule we lobbied for and was successful at getting Medicare
renewal commissions restored to 50% and fraud testing
requirement one-time only
 SHOP exchange was built to contain broker-needed improvements
and individual exchange is coming along!
 Most important – many bipartisan cosponsors on MLR bill resulted
in much publicity about the role of brokers and an appreciation for
their important role in helping consumers with their health
insurance needs

RESOURCES TO HELP
 NAHU Compliance Corner
 Documents and other tools and Webinars
 Customized Answers to Compliance Questions
 FAQs
 NAHU PPACA Certification Course and new Self-funded Certification
Course
NAHU Washington Update
ACA Decision tool for Employer Clients
 NAHU has an online decision tool to use with your employer clients.
https://members.nahu.org/NAHU_Prod_Imis/?ReturnUrl=https://members.nahu.org/nahu_prod_i
mis/SSO/BounceBack.aspx?doRedirect=http://www.nahu.org/members/benefits/acatool.cfm
 The Kaiser Family Foundation maintains the most accurate subsidy calculator available, although
it has its limitations
http://healthreform.kff.org/subsidycalculator.aspx
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